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MODERATOR

Ritch Sorenson

University of St. Thomas

Ritch Sorenson is a faculty member at the University of St. Thomas’
School of Entrepreneurship. He teaches courses in family business
governance and management, and helps companies navigate the
waters of business and family succession. Sorenson is also the
academic director of the university’s Family Business Center. Before
arriving at St. Thomas in 2007, he taught management and family
business courses at Texas Tech University. Prior to a transition in
ownership, his family members were third-generation owners
in a bank. Sorenson also has provided executive education and
management development to organizations throughout the U.S.
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Keith Moeller

Northwestern Mutual

Keith Moeller is the estate and business planning specialist at
Northwestern Mutual–Minneapolis. He has been featured in The Wall
Street Journal and Forbes, and has appeared on the Minneapolis
Fox Television affiliate as a financial news correspondent. His
business purpose is to help guide people through retirement,
business succession, incapacity and estate planning.He focuses
on his clients’ visions rather than tactics, clarifying their goals
rather than just selling products, and empowering them to make
confident decisions. Advising clients since 1989, he brings a wealth
of knowledge and real-life experience to individuals and families
seeking guidance. He earned his Masters in Business at St. Cloud
State University and carries the financial designations CPA, CFP,
CLU, ChFC, CASL and MBA.

Tara Mattessich
Larkin Hoffman

Tara Mattessich is a shareholder at Larkin Hoffman, counseling
clients in all areas of succession and estate planning. As an estate
planner, she assists clients with simple and complex wills, marital
deduction planning, credit shelter and bypass trusts, revocable
trusts, prenuptial agreements, powers of attorney, health care
directives and other related areas. She also advises nonprofit
and tax-exempt organizations on issues including compliance
with applicable statutes, rules and regulations; adoption and
amendment of articles and bylaws; board training and governance
issues; application for tax-exempt status; and development of
corporate policies.

Lance Madson
Boulay

SPONSORED BY

Lance Madson leads the business valuation service line at Boulay.
He specializes in tax planning and consulting for closely-held
businesses and individuals. He has been helping clients minimize
their income tax liability with strategic tax planning and preparation
for more than 20 years. He received his undergraduate degree from
the University of Notre Dame. He also holds a master’s degree in
business taxation from the University of Minnesota. He is a member
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the
Minnesota Society of Certified Public Accountants, and he serves
as secretary of the Hobey Baker Memorial Award Foundation.
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From left:
Ritch Sorenson, University of St. Thomas; Lance Madson, Boulay;
Keith Moeller, Northwestern Mutual; Tara Mattessich, Larkin Hoffman
NANCY KUEHN

By Dan Heilman
Contributing writer

T

he Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal held a panel discussion recently that included three local experts
who talked about the latest developments in business succession planning. The panelists included Lance
Madson, a certified public accountant and partner with Boulay; Tara Mattessich, a shareholder
with Larkin Hoffman; and Keith Moeller, an estate
and business planning specialist with Northwestern Mutual. Ritch Sorenson, a professor of family
business with the University of St. Thomas, served
as moderator.
Sorenson: What do you think are the major mistakes business owners make when they’re planning for succession?
Madson: One is not starting the planning process early enough — getting to the point where
you’re nearing retirement age and then saying,
“How are we going to transition this business?”
Having a planning period and making that plan
happen is not a quick process.
Mattessich: Business owners sometimes make
improper assumptions about what will happen to
their business. I’ve had situations in probate or
estate administration where the family says, “Well,
dad always wanted so-and-so to have the business” — but it’s not reflected in the documents
anywhere.
Moeller: As advisers, sometimes we’re guilty
of moving too quickly below the planning horizon toward tactical, strategic tools. I encourage
starting above the planning horizon with values,
visions, goals and dreams — and using that to
broaden the conversation to consider multiple
priorities in the business today. Another mistake
is keeping the advisers in silos — not having the
attorney, accountant and financial adviser working together as a coordinated team. Often business owners get a mixed message because those
advisers haven’t sat in the same room together to
come up with a unified plan.
Mattessich: Sometimes you can get caught

up in the tactics. A business owner hears what a
peer has done with his or her business succession
plan and decides he or she wants a buy/sell, or a
purchase agreement without thinking about that
higher-level mission or vision. What business owners should be doing with their advisers is expressing their overall goals and letting us help them
determine the proper tools and tactics.
Sorenson: What kinds of advisers should be on
the team?
Mattessich: An attorney to draft the documents, a CPA to look at the tax aspects, a financial adviser to look at the cash flow and funding.
But I agree that there’s often one adviser who is
the key contact, maybe the one who started the
planning process. In some cases, there could be
room for a professional consultant in a counseling
role — especially with large family businesses, to
help at the emotional side of planning.
Moeller: I’ve found that it’s helpful if you have
someone who has a deep amount of expertise
in the business planning area. There are a lot of
financial advisers and wealth management advisers who work with business owners, but a lot of it
is personal planning. If an adviser also does business planning, which is a totally different creature,
that person’s role on the team can be very helpful.
Sorenson: If I’m the client and you’re the team
members, what would you contribute?
Madson: I contribute valuation services — figuring out a range of what the business is worth. Also
tax consulting if there’s a transaction involved — if
there’s gifting involved, working with the gift tax.
Moeller: The role I’m used to playing starts with
that mission/vision conversation. We have a platform that provides a framework for that conversation between individual business owners and family members. We also go through a prioritization,
not just of the succession part, but also the other
issues that might come to bear. Sometimes it feels
rudimentary, but a simple scale of one-to-10 exercise about their personal and business planning
can, in a matter of 15 minutes, blow through a lot
of things they might have thought were important
but are not, as well as bring other concerns to light

that may have otherwise been missed.
Mattessich: If I’m the key person and I’ve had a
long-term relationship with the client, we’ve probably already had discussions about planning. In
that case, my role would be to shape the plan and
help gauge what’s important for the client, and
then bring in other professionals as it’s appropriate. I would draft documents once the plan is finalized, and work closely on the gift and estate tax
ramifications of the transactions and make sure
the client understands that. If I’m coming in as an
adviser, it’s probably a more limited role of drafting documents and making sure that the assumptions made in the plan are accurate with respect to
the gift and estate tax and other legal implications.
Sorenson: What do you say to help them see past
the dollar signs?
Madson: Often, their business is their largest
asset with respect to their retirement plan. The
message we try to get across is that they’ve spent
their life creating a successful business, and the
end of the road isn’t the place to cut costs.
Mattessich: It’s their legacy, their life’s work.
They have to ask what legacy will they leave
behind? Will it be a mess, a second-rate plan? Or
something done right? The last thing the owners
want is family disharmony caused when someone
was planning on getting the business and didn’t.
Sorenson: There’s an interesting dynamic that
takes place while a business owner is still alive:
The children tend to fall into line because the
owner’s there. When the owner’s gone, that’s
where there might be problems, because the
children don’t know how to manage themselves.
How do you get them ready?
Madson: Identifying as soon as possible the
person who’s going to take over is key. It gives
the whole group a chance to see what’s down
the road.
Mattessich: Sometimes there can be an irrational dynamic that occurs when a parent dies. I’ve
seen it over and over: A family that has gotten
along swimmingly suddenly is thrust into turmoil.
Once a woman told me that she and her sister
were inseparable until their mother, who owned
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the family business, died. She said,
“Since that day, my sister suspects
me of stealing from the business and
she doesn’t trust me.” This goes back
to the assumptions owners make: “I’ll
make Child A the majority shareholder, but I’ll leave the other children as
minority shareholders because I know
Child A will take care of them.” That
doesn’t always happen, even in a family that gets along well. That’s why
that mission and vision analysis is so
important — so is putting the legal
tools in place to make sure people are
taken care of.
Moeller: We’ve done what we call
a team synergy report, where all the
potential key players do a profile on
themselves, and we bring it into one
report that shows how those different players fit and how they internalize decision making, what their mode
of operation is, what strength they’ll
show during stressful times. We’ve
found that useful for business owners
who wonder how the team will play
together if the owner is absent. This
kind of tool can be very helpful.
Sorenson: Effective succession often
at least takes 10 years. What do they
need to do early on in that process?
Mattessich: Throughout their lifetimes, they should maintain a solid
estate plan — not just a plan for their
business, but for their whole estate.
Then they have appropriate documents in place when it’s time for suc-

cession. They may need to amend
those documents, but they’re accustomed to the process. Estate planning and business planning go hand
in hand. Also, understand what your
business is worth. I have often been
in an estate planning discussion with
someone, and when I ask what their
business is worth, they have no clue.
They can tell you what their annual
earnings are, but not what it’s worth.
The owner should have an ongoing
understanding of that.
Sorenson: What can you do to help
them understand and retain the value of the business?
Madson: When we go through a
valuation process, we get a pretty
good understanding of a business and
what drives it. When we meet with
the client after doing the valuation,
we coach them on areas they need to
look at for increasing the value of the
business as time goes on. Early on,
that’s very important, depending on
what kind of transition it’s going to be
— family or management or outside
transition. If it’s an outside transition,
you might need time to change some
of your previous ways of operating
your business to maximize the value.
If it’s a family transition, those types
of things might not be as important.
Sorenson: Once you’ve done that,
are you done? Or should you revisit
all this fairly frequently?

Madson: For some clients, we do an
update every couple of years, especially in a gifting situation where there
is a plan in place. Sometimes it’s an
annual update to determine the value. It’s important to keep a close eye
on value.
Mattessich: Understanding the
value of the business also helps you
understand the estate tax consequences if you were to die. A lot of
people would rather not visit that
issue, but laws change over time. You
may have done planning at a time
when the state tax exemption was
much lower or higher. You need to
revisit that, because the last thing a
family business owner wants, if they
die unexpectedly, is to have there be
no liquidity in the estate to pay estate
taxes. That could mean the business
needs to be sold, maybe at a fire-sale
price, just to raise that cash. Some
laws let you delay the payment of the
estate tax, but you don’t want to leave
your family in that position.
Moeller: In following the basic disciplines of running a business, I would
suggest staying consistent with board
meetings and establishing a strong
buy/sell agreement and revisiting
that periodically. If you have a habit
of doing that over the 10-year period,
then you don’t have this rush of activity in the two years prior to a succession. The buyer might question the
work that was done, or worse yet, the
IRS might. Those disciplines would

include a strong management team
that provides the leadership you need
to carry on in a succession.
Also, what happens if an active
business owner becomes incapacitated? Do you have a contingency
plan? Who’s going to sign checks?
Who’s going to take over the owner’s work? People go white when I ask
that, because many business owners
don’t have that contingency plan.
In some cases, we create a manual
that lays out the steps and who has
the authority to make the decisions.
Those things add value to a company.
An external buyer can see the documents and the work that’s been done.
Mattessich: I met with a couple
this week that has a business, and
I asked about succession planning.
They said they wanted to treat their
estate plan as separate from the succession plan, because they were planning on having the business go to one
child. When we started talking, they
realized that wouldn’t work for their
family. When one child buys the business, for perhaps less than market value, where does that leave the other
children? Sometimes it is OK to treat
children differently in estate planning,
fair doesn’t always mean equal.
Sorenson: You’ve got children who
are actively involved in the business,
and other children who aren’t. The
ones who aren’t don’t necessarily
understand what it takes. They don’t
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“Know that the life
cycle of a business is
not static. Things are
always changing.”

— LANCE MADSON,
BOULAY

NANCY KUEHN

understand the 60 hours a week.
Madson: We just met with a family
that owned a real estate group. The
kids who aren’t involved with the business don’t understand how that part
of it works. It does take some counseling to let them know what their exit
amount will be if they’re not involved,
and why it’s working out that way. It’s
ideal if they’re able to understand that
when the parent who owns the business is still alive.
Mattessich: Sometimes there are
unreasonable assumptions about children taking over a business. If a child
hasn’t shown an interest in doing that
by, say age 40, it may not happen. But
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the business owner sometimes holds
out hope that the child will step up
and see what a great business it is.
Again, part of the early counseling
is what reasonable expectations are
about the children taking over the
business and figuring out if the child
you plan to take over really has the
skills and gifts to do that.
Sorenson: What do you do to help
parents get a realistic view of their
children?
Moeller: Having a third party in
the conversation helps. Sometimes
there’s so much emotion involved
that that other person in the room

can help improve the quality of the
communication. Then you can know
whether there’s a legitimate interest from the children. It’s my understanding that 20 percent of family
businesses succeed in the next generation. We’re talking about a very difficult task, passing a business on to a
family member.
Mattessich: It can almost be easier when it isn’t a family succession. It becomes a business decision
about selling or transferring to a key
employee, and that can take the emotion out of it.
Sorenson: What else do you want to

get across to business owners that
we haven’t talked about?
Madson: Know that the life cycle
of a business is not static. Things are
always changing. If business owners
get advice up front, they’re better
able to make changes to their succession plan as things evolve and they
learn more. You might start on one
path and learn years later that you’re
better off on another path.
Mattessich: Be open to have charitable planning in the transition process. Some transition strategies have
income tax consequences. One way
to mitigate that is to look at charitable planning options in the same tax
year to reduce the tax implications.
For example, there is also the possibility of donating some of the stock of
the business to a charitable remainder
trust, and in return receiving an annuity for a lifetime as a term of years.
When the trust terminates, what’s
left goes to a charity or charities
designated in the trust. It can result
in an immediate income tax deduction, and can be a win/win in the right
circumstances.
Moeller: Do a fire drill. I’ve known
business owners who tell their people,
“I’m dead for a day. You can’t contact
me for one day.” The business has to
run on its own for a day, and the next
time for a week, then two weeks. All
kinds of things can be learned about
what the issues are and who the players are in the business.
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